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All I want for Christmas... 
by Stephanie Roy [Ottawa, Canada] 

Editorial 
 
As the “holiday” season rolls by, Canadians 
debate year after year: can “Christmas” be 
celebrated publicly, in schools, in offices, 
within our government. My answer to you, 
as a Muslim, as a Canadian, as a woman is: 
Yes, please do and don’t stop there! We live 
in a society that teaches the importance of 
equality and freedom, why limit the minds of 
the people? Will a Jew be less of a Jew 
because he gets wished “Merry Christmas”? 
Is a Muslim less of a Muslim if she gets 
wished “Happy Diwali”? No! 
 We are responsible for our communities 
and our societies and the best way to take 
care of them is by educating our youth. I 
want tomorrow’s generation to be ready to 
work in a multicultural, multi-theist world. 
So please, talk about Christmas in schools 
and in the community. Please speak of the 
Solstice and its rituals in Pagan communities. 
Please talk about Hanukah, Diwali, Eid-ul-Fitr 
and Eid-ul-Adha. Educate our communities 
and our world about the wonderful 
traditions of people worldwide. Bring us 
together rather than focus on our 
differences. 
 It is with this in mind that I am please to 
present the “interacting with other faiths” 
edition  of Open Interpretations. With the 
approval of our authors, I have taken the 
liberty to add the location of the authors 
along with their names so that you can see 
how far and wide our community reaches. 
 Brothers and sisters, may this holiday 
season be a peaceful time for all, may we 
learn from one another and teach each other 
the best virtues of our beliefs! 

Interaction or Isolation 
by Aymen Ben Cheikh [Tunis, Tunisia] 

Bism elleh, alhamdu lelleh for the blessing that is Islam; 
the religion that changes our perspective on life and 
gives us hope in dark moments. How could we lose hope 
when we believe in Allah, the Merciful Creator of the 
universe; the One who sees and hears all, even our 
thoughts and sufferings? 
 As Muslims, we certainly live in various societies 
but they all have something in common in that they are 
not homogeneous. I may not know from what country 
you are from, your race and social status, but what I 
know for sure is that surrounding you, there are 
practicing and non-praticing Muslims, Jews, Christians 
and Atheists. 
 These people may have different understandings 
about life, good and wrong, and this forces Muslims to 
choose between isolating oneself, living in the margins of 
society in order to avoid difficulties and sins, and 
interacting with the environment, following in the 
footstep of Prophet Mouhammad (salla allahou alayhi wa 
sallam) who did not only follow the principles of Islam 
but also spent his life sharing this faith with the entire 
world. 
 In this aspect, I believe it is both more difficult and 
more beneficial for a Muslim to become ambassador of 
Islam and represents our faith, not only by speech, but 
also by actions because, for those around us: WE ARE 
ISLAM! 
 This role is even more important nowadays 
because of the superficial and negative presentation of 
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Islam in the media and because of the handful of 
Muslims who give Islam a bad name. While 
interacting with our environment, it is important to 
avoid two dangers: first, trying so hard to integrate 
to the point of denying our Muslim identity and 
second, to try and impose ideas and ideals to others 
without taking into consideration their cultures and 
differences. Therefore, we much find a balance 
between both extremes in order to righteously 
belong to the Muslim community “the community of 
the middle ground”. 

 The search for this balance requires much 
effort, each day, even though isolation, living in an 
ivory tower, looking at people from above is both 
easier and useless for Islam and society. 
 Brothers and sister, the choice belongs to us: 
will we take our responsibilities and leave a mark on 
this world, or will we choose to remain invisible and 
“live” in our own corners, dying without anyone 
remembering us? 
 If we are to choose that last option, what will 
we answer God when He asks: what have you done 
for Islam?  

Other Faiths or Other Paths? Qu’ran and the Universal Principle of Islam 
By Farouk A. Peru [London, United Kingdom] 

I once had an atheist friend express surprise at my 
devotion to Qu’ran. He saw me as  a rational guy  
and religion just didn’t seem to go with my modern, 
progressive outlook. I explained to him about how I 
saw Qu’ran assomething much more than a religious 
text and about six months down the line, he told me 
that he believed it was revelation from the Divine. 
He then asked me if he could be blamed for not 
professing belief sooner considering how Muslims in 
the world acted. My instantaneous answer was ‘no’. 
How could a just Allah penalise anyone for that! It 
just did not make any sense to me.   A great 
number of Muslims believe that, considering that 
Prophet Muhammad was the final Prophet of Allah 
and he brought the final revelation, it would be 
catastrophic for one’s eternal fate to reject Islam. 
Therefore, if one were not already Muslim (whether 
from a Muslim background or through reversion), 
one would suffer eternal damnation.  
 This however begs the question, which Islam 
should one be brought up in or revert to? Ask a Sunni 
and he may say ‘my Islam, of course’. The Shia might 
answer the same but referring to something very 
difficult. There is a multitude of Islams each with its 
own set of beliefs. Did these differences come from 
Allah? Of course not. These differences came 

because Islam (with a capital ‘I’ denoting the culture, 
civilisation and people) is a human product. Human 
products are very divergent, quite unlike Qu’ran. 
There is a single Qu’ran which all Muslims 
acknowledge. This is just the text though, not the 
interpretations of that text.  
 Let us look to Qu’ran for the answer to 
salvation. What does Qu’ran say about how we 
achieve salvation? Perhaps we could look at Chapter 
3 Verse 19 which says ‘verily the religion in the sight 
of Allah is al-islam’. That would seem to clinch the 
deal! It is only Islam which is acceptable by Allah. But 
this brings back to the previous question – which 
Islam? 
 Notice the translation of 3:19 above translates 
every single word except ‘al-islam’. Why is this the 
case? Perhaps due to the need to identify the ‘islam’ 
of the Qu’ran to the ‘Islam’ particular sects of 
Muslims already embraced! Why not translate the 
word ‘islam’? What would we conclude if we do so?  
‘islam’ comes from the word ‘salam’ which means 
‘peace’ in a variety of contexts (safety, security, 
deliverance). Therefore ‘islam’ is ‘attainment of 
peace’. Putting that meaning back in 3:19, we see 
that the only religion in the sight of Allah is the 
attainment of peace. Anyone who seeks to attain 
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peace is working for islam, regardless of whatever 
label he or she uses.   
 This is also true for the word ‘muslim’ (small 
‘m’ denoting the characteristic rather than the 
proper name ‘Muslims’ affect). A ‘muslim’ is one who 
works towards ‘wholeness’ and ‘soundness’ (silm in 
Qu’ranic language). Though a muslim’s 
aforementioned actions, he will bring about islam in 
the world.  
 So as we can see, ‘islam’ is not limited to 
‘Islam’. ‘islam’ is a universal principle which is exists 
in the universe any more that the use of computers 
is limited to computer scientists. Rather, islam 
permeates the universe. Anyone can access islam by 
acting towards peace. It is not a matter of conversion 
or even being born into a particular ethno-culture. 

 Qu’ran is also clear about the multiplicity of 
ways of achieving islam. 29/69 tells us that whoever 
strives under the auspices of Allah, He will guide him 
to his paths (yes, in plural) and thus reward the 
muhsineen (those who work for goodness). Once 
again, we can see that it is about the universal 
principle of good and striving to realise the good. 
There is an infinity of ways to do this and whoever 
strives for this purpose will be guided to Allah’s 
paths. 
Therefore it is incorrect to see people as those of 
‘other faiths’ or worse ‘infidels’. Rather, see them as 
working for islam in their own ways. We may not 
agree with their theologies but at least acknowledge 
the common things between our paths.  

Abraham’s Table 
by Jenece Selma Gerber [Buffalo, United States] 

Abraham’s Table is a monthly roundtable discussion 
group led by members of Buffalo’s Turkish Cultural 
Center, Saint John’s Grace Episcopal Church, and 
Niagara Fall’s Temple Beth El. An outgrowth of an 
interfaith seminar held in 2011, this group meets 
monthly to share readings from sacred texts, discuss 
issues of faith and religious practice, and to share 
refreshments and casual conversation. Each 
gathering focuses on a theme as decided by the 
attendees of the previous month’s gathering. Topics 
have included: prayer, sacred text, the names of 
God (swt), Mary (pbuh), worship, religious holidays, 
Abraham (phuh), creation, fasting, revelation, and 
light. While moderated by members of these three 
organizations, the discussion is interactive and open 
to all. The spirit of the group inspires openness and 
sincere attempts to understand differences and 
similarities in our religious traditions.  

 The friendships and understanding formed of 
these discussions have deepened our spiritual and 
community lives. As we welcome our brothers and 
sisters into our gathering places (as we rotate 
hosting the roundtable), we are challenged to better 
understand and to be able to articulate our own 
religious traditions and perspectives. While often 
the Muslim, Christian, and Jewish communities may 
seem insular and potentially even arrogant, 
Abraham’s Table has demonstrated our profound 
commonalities and humanity. We, the People of the 
Book, can no longer label “others” and practice our 
traditions in ignorance. Meeting Muslims, Christians, 
and Jews in our daily lives brings us the 
remembrance of our friends and our learning in 
these roundtable discussions. For now we are called 
to better know our own religious foundations, as we 
embrace our sisters and brothers at the Table of 
Abraham. 

Want to write for Open Interpretations? Contact us at  

LoveGodDiversity@gmail.com  for the next edition’s theme and deadline! 


